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Abstract—Growth in infrastructure and energy utilization
consistently put forward the demand for added quality and
quantity of electric power. Reliability concerns over power
systems are widespread within its different associated divisions
like ‘primary’ power system structure, protection system, control
equipment, ICT (Information and Communication Technologies)
etc. This paper is a review of the present status of practices
regarding   reliability   analysis   in   these   divisions   and   works
towards collectively assessing some of the studies in the respective
areas. The idea of integrating reliability analysis from the above
areas is introduced along with pointing out the major challenges
associated. A set of tools for operators to make use in these 
reliability evaluations and modelling are mentioned. The earlier
attempts towards combined overall system reliability analysis are
discussed and  the  approach  in  this  regard  with  the  help  of
‘control functions’ is emphasised. The paper includes works
dealing with theory, different methodologies and data associated
with power system reliability.
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The demand for reliable supply of electric power is an 
important research topic which gains more and more
significance  over  the  years.  The  performance level  of  the
power system is being consistently challenged to keep up with 
the variations and expansions in power utilisation. Reliability 
concerns  over  the power  systems  are  distributed  within 
different areas. Hence, for clearly understanding the
requirements of an advanced reliability analysis method, it is 
crucial to have a grip on the present state of reliability 
evaluation on the overall setup of power system. 

 

This paper presents an overview of the status of practices
concerning  reliability  of  both  primary  and  secondary
equipment applied to power systems. Primary grid components 
such as overhead lines, cables, transformers, bus-bars, circuit 
breakers (CB) etc. are those through which the actual flow of
electricity between the generation and consumers occurs.
Whereas, the secondary equipment comprises all the units 
employed to monitor, manage, control and communicate the
data and information concerning the primary side. In other 
words, the secondary system components include the control
and ICT (Information and Communication Technologies) 
apparatus present in power system management. Even though 

this division can be stated by definition, certain inherent units 
like protection systems, measurement systems, voltage control
etc. may not be featured to be confined to one side alone. Their 
functional behaviour overlaps in varying degrees over both 
primary and secondary divisions. 
 

Even though a number of studies on the active management
of power systems have been done, the reliability influence of
the control and ICT system which closely associates with the 
former has not yet been captured as required. Today, about 
30% of the failures occurring in distribution substations are
recognised to be triggered from the secondary equipment [1]. 
The communication between primary and secondary system is
expected to grow noticeably with all proposed advancements in 
power grid technology. Hence the respective impact on the
system reliability should be more in the coming generations of
grid structure. 
 

Chapter II gives a short description on what reader gets 
from this work, the context of general discussion in the paper,
and how similar studies are addressed in different literature
sources. Chapter III reviews some of the reliability analysis 
studies conducted specifically on a set of equipment and then 
some excluded sets. Chapter IV introduces a set of tools that 
can be employed in modelling and analysis of power system 
reliability. Chapter V is on the challenges, overview of the state 
of the art and some description of a specific approach in 
reliability analysis which associatively consider the influence 
of both primary and secondary systems. Finally Chapter VI 
concludes the work. 
 

II. CONTEXT OF STUDY 

Apart from the foreseen enhanced impact of secondary
system on power grid, one motivation to produce this paper is 
that the background of the overall reliability concerns on
advanced power systems may possibly be found widespread in 
study and literature sources relating different areas. Advancing
studies in primary and secondary systems separately can lead
to sub-optimal decisions in respective areas. The context of
collectively assessing reliability of power systems is 
approached by various studies till date in different perspectives.
Cyber physical modelling in control engineering performing a 
number of studies involving co-simulation platforms can be
seen increasingly, during recent years[2-4]. Here, mathematical
relations are observed between control equations concerning
some feature of power grid and they relate to the corresponding 

 control equations of the secondary system.
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Certain research in computer technologies as [5] address
similar objective while attempting to extend cyber control and
security towards substation architectures as an application case. 
Another significant approach is the study on reliability impacts 
of advanced automation involved in coming generation of
power system management [6]. A number of studies 
particularly focusing with in the sub-area of advanced
protection schemes as in [7] also are concerned with a
combined reliability concept, as protection systems operate 
closely connected to control equipment. The authors of this 
paper work towards bringing the reliability analysis for primary
system and secondary system to a unified platform with 
consideration to their logical and functional relation. 

 
III. EQUIPMENT SPECIFIC RELIABILITY ANALYSIS 

Reliability evaluations in power systems conducted till date
are mostly focused on one individual set of equipment but not
the overall system. Examples are primary components in 
substation, control room ICT system, protection equipment, 
etc. This chapter briefly reviews such studies conducted 
specifically within a sub-section of power system. Some
discussion on the reliability concerns put forward by the human 
operator and situation awareness is included. Indications to the
general availability of information sources specific to each
section according to authors’ opinion are also given.
Understanding these  individual methods  and  respective
features is a pre-requisite for associating them. 

 
A.  Traditional Primary Reliability Analysis

Traditional reliability analysis signifies the evaluation of
reliability constraints of critical primary system components 
like lines, cables, bus-bars, transformers, switchgear equipment
etc. from their respective performance observation records and
statistical analysis. Not much attention is given to the reliability 
consequences reflected from the  secondary equipment side.
Fig. 2 displays the interaction of some of these components 
with  system  reliability.    In  this  popular  way  of  analysis,
average rate of failures and repair durations observed over a
period of time are the key indices.

 

Statistical and probabilistic measures applied to reliability 
studies in generation, transmission, distribution levels along 
with plant and station reliability are discussed in [8] in detail.
The book covers the respective evaluation theory for these 
levels, significant analysis methodologies in practice,
commonly used indices and calculation. Popular reliability 
analysis methods are Fault Tree Analysis (FTA), Markov
modelling, Reliability Block Diagrams (RBD), Bayesian 
systems, Monte Carlo simulation etc. Theories and application
of these methods with case studies are covered in quite many
projects in different range and complexities [8-11]. There are a
number of other literature sources as [12] and studies on
substation operation and maintenance records [13, 14] which 
discusses the statistical observation and available data. Hence it
may be summarized that there are quite a few information
sources available both for theoretical studies and practical
observations when it comes to traditional reliability studies on
the primary system. 

B.  Secondary Equipment Reliability
The secondary equipment, in the context of this paper,

comprises the set of systems employed in the monitoring,
management, control and communication of the data and
information concerning the primary part. Though the
background of control and ICT equipment may be observed 
independently within the area of computer technologies, here
the discussion holds on to the context mentioned above. Survey 
[15] is a detailed study of the different network architectures, 
communication media, protocols and standards along with their 
features employed in electric systems. It provides a framework
which aids electric utilities in planning system automation with 
advanced communication networks such as Power Line
Communications (PLC), wireless communication, internet 
based virtual private networks and  satellite communication.
The survey also helps to compare these networking options
along with data observations on component availability which 
can   form   a   base   for   generalized   secondary  component
reliability evaluations. 
 

A highly reliable and cost effective communication
framework is the core of system automation. While looking at 
reliability analysis of the secondary side, it is important to
identify the layers and functionally interconnected components. 
As shown in Fig. 1, the ICT framework in substation
management can be seen distributed in 3 layers: bay level, 
remote level and substation level [6, 16]. The local bay 
computer connected to the management of specific equipment
should reliably communicate with the higher control levels. An 
automated remote control capable of communicating within 
these layers resulting in optimal decision support is the
objective of system automation. [11, 16-18] explain the
reliability representation of bay level control units along with 
some corresponding data and Fig 2 illustrates interaction of
some of these units with overall system. 
 

 
Fig. 1.  Hierarchial Layers of ICT framework in Substation Automation 
 

Some more related works within this area were reviewed.
Reliability Block Diagram models of a variety of substation
automation architectures along with a component importance
analysis is conducted in [19]. Based on object-role modeling,
[20] introduces a reference model for control and automation
systems, and develops fundamental concepts for security based 
on the analysis of the model. To have deeper clarity on the
functionality of automation systems, where interconnected 
depended structures cause complexity in physical, operational 
and economic aspects, the relationship between constituent
elements should be modelled. Not many studies till date appear
to have covered much on further complexities and
considerations while evaluating the system influence of
secondary equipment reliability and hence the availability of
background information is comparatively scarce. Clarifying the
dependencies  in  terms  of  data  and  control  flow  on  the 



 
 

 

secondary side, affecting the overall system performance is 
critical. One way forward can be the careful analysis of
substation failure registers and tracking back to the causal 
particulars of failures triggered from secondary side.

 
C.  Protection System Reliability

The operation of switchgear protection equipment
functionally   overlaps   with   both   primary   and   secondary
systems. It is one part of the power system which consistently 
communicates with control and ICT components so as to bring
desired protective switching actions in the primary network.
Hence this particular subsection of reliability study is popular
and a number of research works have been taking place in this 
field over the years. For example [21] is a paper that presents 
the results of an extensive survey based on the disturbance
reports and special investigation reports for the period 1976- 
2002 on incorrect protection operations occurred in Sweden on
the power network owned by E.ON Sverige, (then known as 
Sydkraft).The survey examines the percentage of power system 
disturbances accounted by incorrect protection operations and 
related malfunctions. The conclusive observations state that 
about 7% of power system disturbances are caused by incorrect
operation of protection system. Detailed analysis of survey 
results   subdivides   these   incorrect   operation   disturbances 
further,   according  to   the   nature   and   locality  of   faults.
Compared to this work, [22] consolidates results from a more
recent survey on circuit breaker failures for SF6 and minimum- 
oil CBs in the Swedish and Finnish transmission systems and
observes the role of voltage levels, operation frequency etc.
Even modern relays used in protection schemes are reported to 
have reliability insufficiencies due to incorrect operations. 

 

Advanced remedial schemes, which monitor system
conditions to provide pre-planned corrective measures in case
of contingencies, are generally called System Protection
Schemes (SPS). [23] is a project report which studies the
background, failure mode taxonomy, modeling ideas and
operational consequences for SPS with a framework focusing
on both process and system levels. From the above mentioned 
surveys and the availability of a number of references [1, 24- 
27], it is evident that comparatively more reliability centered 
studies have taken place in the field of protection system 
reliability. 

 
D. More Equipment Specific Reliability Studies

 
Apart from those mentioned until now, there are power 

system components and units not discussed in detail here, 
whose reliability can be associated to either one or more
equipment from the previous sections. On-Load Tap Changers
(OLTC), Automatic Voltage Control (AVC), Automatic 
Frequency Control (AFC), Current Transformer (CT), Potential 
Transformer (PT), sensors, detectors etc. are some of them.
Based on the observed scarcity of supporting reliability 
centered researches, more studies seem to be required to 
investigate deeper in to the impacts on system reliability from
these units. Fig. 2 illustrates the distribution of the influence of
some constituent power system units as per authors’ opinion
based on review of some studies within respective areas [28, 
29]. 

 
Fig. 2.  Distribution  of  component  reliability influence  over  primary  and
secondary sides 
 

Most of the component units from previous sections are
illustrated in the figure. According to the physical position in 
the grid and functional connectivity, each unit interacts in 
different degrees with primary or secondary system.  Section
V. A further discusses the variations in interaction of such 
systems. 
 
E.  Impact of the Human Operator and Situation Awareness

Monitoring and control of the primary equipment requires 
human involvement. Investigation of the August 14, 2003
power blackout in North America presented that one of four
major reasons, which caused the blackout, was insufficient
situational awareness of the system operators [30]. This was 
due to a lack of training, effective communications and
adequate reliability tools. [31] (page 36) defines situation
awareness as “perception of the elements in an environment
within a volume of time and space, the comprehension of their 
meaning and the projection of their status in the near future”.
This concept has been studied and implemented by several
industries [32]. However, [33] describes the actual need for
situation awareness in the power system domain and reviews
the current state of research, which was lacking in the past.
Based on this work, [34] continues with an assessment of the
impact of inadequate situation awareness. The paper identifies 
factors that influence the formation of situation awareness in 
the control center and discuss the effect on power system 
reliability. Furthermore, a model to assess the impact of
insufficient situation awareness on the development of power 
system blackouts has been studied. 
 

IV. TOOLS 

As mentioned in Chapter II, the authors work towards
bringing the reliability analysis for primary system and
secondary system to a unified platform with consideration to 
their logical and functional relation. To approach this objective
some of the available tools for reliability evaluation and
modelling were reviewed. This chapter presents a brief 
overview of some of the tools functional in reliability studies
and highlights their features. Some studies which make use of
these tools are also mentioned through the body of discussion.
A brief overview of the mapping of one of the tools,
Archimate’s modeling language with Substation Configuration
Language (SCL) of IEC 61850, is emphasised. 



 
 

A.  NEPLAN
The simulation tool NEPLAN, developed by BCP

Switzerland, could be utilized to analyse, plan, optimize and
simulate  electrical  power  networks  [35].  Besides  optimal 
power flow and transient stability calculations, it offers an asset 
management platform for reliability analysis. The addition of
failure data to new or existing power system models provides 
NEPLAN the data to compute reliability indices of individual 
load points and the overall power system as well as the cost of
unreliability. For example, the failure rate, repair time and 
switching time of components are data for reliability 
calculations [36, 37]. In [36] approximately 2/3rd  of the
transmission  system   area   of   England   were   modeled   in 
NEPLAN and used to evaluate outage event’s impact on the
system for the computation of component importance indices. 
The  Great Britain study presented that the  majority of  the 
outage events do not result in interruption on distribution and
generation level but in reduction of security margins for
transmission system operators. Recently, due to high
maintenance costs and uncertainties in operation, the tool was 
used for reliability analysis studies of on and offshore wind
farms to optimize maintenance costs [37-39]. 

 
B. BlockSim

ReliaSoft’s BlockSim is a commercial software for
reliability analysis. It provides the user with a program for
system reliability, availability, maintainability and related 
analyses [40]. The software offers to model systems and
processes with RBD configurations and FTA gates. In [41], the
need  for a  standard  tool  or a  tool  set  for  power  system
reliability analysis is identified and thus several evaluation
methods were compared to the RBD method with BlockSim.
The paper concludes RBD with BlockSim as a practical and
applicable technique for reliability analysis with advantages 
such as easy construction, understanding and modification of
the model. It also presents some benefits, for example, all 
reliability indexes are obtainable and that there are no
restrictions on the failure, repair, and other time distributions in 
the systems. On the other hand, the study [42] compared
BlockSim with two other software packages: ARNIC Raptor
and Relex Reliability Block Diagram, and raise awareness that 
all results of reliability modelling should be critically analysed 
through understanding modelling methodology and solution
algorithms. 

 
C.  Architecture Analysis Tools

Enterprise   Architecture   Analysis   Tool   (EAAT)   is   a
software system for modeling and analysis of enterprises and
their information systems. The EAAT tool is inspired by
graphical decision-theoretic methods, such as Bayesian 
networks and influence diagrams [43]. In order to support
decision   making   so   as   to   improve   enterprise   systems,
properties such as availability, interoperability etc. need to be
analysed [44, 45]. 

 

For creating architectural models for information systems
and Enterprise Architecture (EA), ArchiMate was developed as 
an open and independent modeling language. The tool aids in 
describing construction and operation of business processes, 
organizational  structure,  information  flow,  IT  systems  and 

technical infrastructure for enterprises. In [46] an application of
the modeling platform is done, where availability analysis 
based on Fault Tree is used to perform case studies in the
banking and electrical utility industries. Whereas [47] adapts
Probabilistic Relational Model (PRM) which consist of a
modification ArchiMate model, as an assessment framework
for the availability analysis of power systems and illustrates its 
value as a decision support tool.
 

Furthermore, a mapping between ArchiMate and the
configuration language, SCL, of IEC 61850 is done in [48].
The IEC 61850 is the key international standard for the
communication network and systems in substations and those
for power utility automation. The standard considers the
generation of substation management using communications
with Intelligent Electronic Devices (IEDs) [49]. The mapping
achieved  in  [48]  relates  the  structure,  functions  and
components in automated substations to corresponding entities 
within Archimate’s model architecture. The work is supposed
to assist utilities to understand how to model their respective
application cases in to the software platform with the added
advantage of keeping up with the IEC standards while doing
this. 
 

V. OVERALL RELIABILITY ANALYSIS ON COMBINED
PRIMARY AND SECONDARY SYSTEMS 

 
A.  Challenges in Investigating on Integrated System

The nature of interactions between control and primary
systems might be far complex to be captured entirely from a
generalised reliability perspective. For enhanced operational
efficiency of automated systems, the ICT needs to have a
reasonable degree of access to information and data of and on
the status of primary grid components. Due to various timing
of erection and technical reasons, practically the level of
communication varies widely in quantity and quality. Both 
automated and manually operated systems might co-exist in 
certain sections of grid. 
 

Advanced automated grid components like CB relays,
OLTCs etc. may be communicating adequately with secondary
system compared to many other primary components. The data 
signals from measuring equipment, sensors, protection and
safety equipment etc. may as well be reaching the control
systems with sufficient quality. But the manually operated 
systems in the same grid, should to be considered as equipment
with poorer speed and rate of communication. For example, 
consider a mechanically operated disconnector switch, which 
needs to be attended by technicians when they receive an alert
signal of some sort. Another case may be a conductor line
where faults are detected through expert inspections. From an 
automated system operation perspective, these are certain 
challenges that introduce communication gaps in data fed in 
and out of the ICT system. 
 
B. Review of Studies on Integrated System

This section briefly discusses couple of works within the
state of the art of combined risk and reliability studies 
considering both primary and secondary systems. These two
works have significantly motivated and contributed towards the 



 
 

 

approach adopted by authors, which is mentioned in the next
section. [5] approaches reliability evaluation using PRM
formalisation of automated substation structures. Here the
power system can be framed as per components, applications 
and logical structure with corresponding reliability factors
associated to it. The framework modelling choice on logical or
physical structure and the idea of relating the two are the
highlight features. When considering the IEDs connected in an
automated substation, a physical network explains the
modelling hardware and the properties specific to different
components. Whereas the logical construct refers to the
implemented functionality achieved through the physical 
network. Features in power system structures like redundancy 
can be modelled in both function and logic. Hence defining the
relations between elements is part of PRM formalisation. 

 

In [6], the concept of relating the control functions with 
primary component operations, followed by the reliability 
evaluation which relates them is discussed. Some sample case 
studies are presented on this framework. Initially, a set of
functions and physical component actions are defined based on
understanding of automated control systems and primary grid.
How combinations of failure in these functions affect the
actions, are represented by event tree and respective status of
each action. Having a set of defined functions which are
relating to physical actions occurring mainly in primary side
aids to recognise and relate the influence of secondary
equipment on primary. The concept of using control functions
is adopted from [6] and combining it with the theory, data, 
methods and tools referred in this paper, the authors approach 
reliability evaluation of practical complex power system 
sections  with  hierarchical  inter-dependencies, causal  factors
etc. 

 
C.  Control Function Approach

The authors approach the task of collective system 
reliability analysis, through defining an updated value for
reliability indices. Reliability of a component in the primary
system that requires some level of controlling from the
secondary side is affected by the reliability of respective
systems in the secondary side which delivers that control.
Hence the traditionally used value of availability need to be
updated with a factor reflected from the associating secondary
system with better attention to the details and functionality of
primary. The appropriate data for both systems should be
properly chosen and combined evaluations have to be
performed with latest tools developed which handle a sufficient
degree of concerns. The updated indices should provide more
accurate calculation figures that can hold well and provide
better realistic analysis. 

 

As shown in Fig. 3, control function approach for
connecting secondary and primary component reliability 
initially involves proper selection of component availability 
data of secondary side. Associating the availability of the
secondary equipment responsible for each control function, the
respective function availability can be modeled. The derivation
of range and degree by which each function impacts the
corresponding primary system defines the updated system 
reliability. 

 
Fig. 3.  Control   function   approach   for   relating   secondary   component
reliability data to corresponding primary component 
 
 

VI. CLOSURE 

This paper conducts a review of reliability studies carried
out in power systems and related aspects of it. The nature and
features of equipment specific evaluations were initially 
observed. This suggests that an overall system level analysis 
may be beneficial over more than one sub-optimal solutions in 
different constituent sections. Thus the idea of analysing the
system reliability with a combined focus on both primary and
secondary systems was emphasized and an overview of its state 
in research was done. It is suggested that analysis of the system 
in terms of control functions might be an option and this 
approach was discussed briefly. The total economic aspects 
and viability of such methods are yet to be determined through
future research. 
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